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Building Multi-Tenant SaaS Architectures 2024-04-24

software as a service saas is on the path to becoming the de facto model for building delivering and operating software solutions adopting a multi tenant saas model requires

builders to take on a broad range of new architecture implementation and operational challenges how data is partitioned how resources are isolated how tenants are

authenticated how microservices are built these are just a few of the many areas that need to be on your radar when you re designing and creating saas offerings in this book

tod golding a global saas technical lead at aws provides an end to end view of the saas architectural landscape outlining the practical techniques strategies and patterns that

every architect must navigate as part of building a saas environment describe classify and characterize core saas patterns and strategies identify the key building blocks trade

offs and considerations that will shape the design and implementation of your multi tenant solution examine essential multi tenant architecture strategies including tenant

isolation noisy neighbor data partitioning onboarding identity and multi tenant devops explore how multi tenancy influences the design and implementation of microservices

learn how multi tenancy shapes the operational footprint of your saas environment

Mastering API Architecture 2021-03-19

most organizations with a web presence build and operate apis the doorway for customers to interact with the company s services designing building and managing these

critical programs affect everyone in the organization from engineers and product owners to c suite executives but the real challenge for developers and solution architects is

creating an api platform from the ground up with this practical book you ll learn strategies for building and testing rest apis that use api gateways to combine offerings at the

microservice level authors james gough daniel bryant and matthew auburn demonstrate how simple additions to this infrastructure can help engineers and organizations

migrate to the cloud and open the opportunity to connect internal services using technologies like a service mesh learn api fundamentals and architectural patterns for building

an api platform use practical examples to understand how to design build and test api based systems deploy operate and configure key components of an api platform use

api gateways and service meshes appropriately based on case studies understand core security and common vulnerabilities in api architecture secure data and apis using

threat modeling and technologies like oauth2 and tls learn how to evolve existing systems toward api and cloud based architectures

Bootstrapping Service Mesh Implementations with Istio 2023-04-21

a step by step guide to istio service mesh implementation with examples of complex and distributed workloads built using microservices architecture and deployed in

kubernetes purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook key features learn the design implementation and troubleshooting of istio in a clear and concise

format grasp concepts ideas and solutions that can be readily applied in real work environments see istio in action through examples that cover terraform gitops aws
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kubernetes and go book description istio is a game changer in managing connectivity and operational efficiency of microservices but implementing and using it in applications

can be challenging this book will help you overcome these challenges and gain insights into istio s features and functionality layer by layer with the help of easy to follow

examples it will let you focus on implementing and deploying istio on the cloud and in production environments instead of dealing with the complexity of demo apps you ll

learn the installation architecture and components of istio service mesh perform multi cluster installation and integrate legacy workloads deployed on virtual machines as you

advance you ll understand how to secure microservices from threats perform multi cluster deployments on kubernetes use load balancing monitor application traffic implement

service discovery and management and much more you ll also explore other service mesh technologies such as linkerd consul kuma and gloo mesh in addition to observing

and operating istio using kiali prometheus grafana and jaeger you ll perform zero trust security and reliable communication between distributed applications after reading this

book you ll be equipped with the practical knowledge and skills needed to use and operate istio effectively what you will learn get an overview of service mesh and the

problems it solves become well versed with the fundamentals of istio its architecture installation and deployment extend the istio data plane using webassembly wasm and

learn why envoy is used as a data plane understand how to use opa gatekeeper to automate istio s best practices manage communication between microservices using istio

explore different ways to secure the communication between microservices get insights into traffic flow in the service mesh learn best practices to deploy and operate istio in

production environments who this book is for the book is for devops engineers sres cloud and software developers sysadmins and architects who have been using

microservices in kubernetes based environments it addresses challenges in application networking during microservice communications working experience on kubernetes

along with knowledge of devops application networking security and programming languages like golang will assist with understanding the concepts covered

Cloud-native Computing 2022-10-06

explore the cloud native paradigm for event driven and service oriented applications in cloud native computing how to design develop and secure microservices and event

driven applications a team of distinguished professionals delivers a comprehensive and insightful treatment of cloud native computing technologies and tools with a particular

emphasis on the kubernetes platform as well as service mesh and api gateway solutions the book demonstrates the need for reliability assurance in any distributed

environment the authors explain the application engineering and legacy modernization aspects of the technology at length along with agile programming models descriptions

of msa and eda as tools for accelerating software design and development accompany discussions of how cloud devops tools empower continuous integration delivery and

deployment cloud native computing also introduces proven edge devices and clouds used to construct microservices centric and real time edge applications finally readers will

benefit from thorough introductions to the demystification of digital transformation comprehensive explorations of distributed computing in the digital era as well as reflections

on the history and technological development of cloud computing practical discussions of cloud native computing and microservices architecture as well as event driven

architecture and serverless computing in depth examinations of the akka framework as a tool for concurrent and distributed applications development perfect for graduate and

postgraduate students in a variety of it and cloud related specialties cloud native computing also belongs in the libraries of it professionals and business leaders engaged or
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interested in the application of cloud technologies to various business operations

Mastering Cloud-Native Microservices 2023-06-14

get familiar with the principles and techniques for designing cost effective and scalable cloud native apps with microservices key features gain a comprehensive understanding

of the key concepts and strategies involved in building successful cloud native microservices applications discover the practical techniques and methodologies for

implementing cloud native microservices get insights and best practices for implementing cloud native microservices description microservices based cloud native applications

are software applications that combine the architectural principles of microservices with the advantages of cloud native infrastructure and services if you want to build scalable

resilient and agile software solutions that can adapt to the dynamic needs of the modern digital landscape then this book is for you this comprehensive guide explores the

world of cloud native microservices and their impact on modern application design the book covers fundamental principles adoption frameworks design patterns and

communication strategies specific to microservices it then emphasizes on the benefits of scalability fault tolerance and resource utilization furthermore the book also

addresses event driven data management serverless approaches and security by design all in all this book is an essential resource that will help you to leverage the power of

microservices in your cloud native applications by the end of the book you will gain valuable insights into building scalable resilient and future proof applications in the era of

digital transformation what you will learn gain insight into the fundamental principles and frameworks that form the foundation of modern application design explore a

comprehensive collection of design patterns tailored specifically for microservices architecture discover a variety of strategies and patterns to effectively facilitate

communication between microservices ensuring efficient collaboration within the system learn about event driven data management techniques that enable real time

processing and efficient handling of data in a distributed microservices environment understand the significance of security by design principles and acquire strategies for

ensuring the security of microservices architectures who this book is for this book is suitable for cloud architects developers and practitioners who are interested in learning

about design patterns and strategies for building testing and deploying cloud native microservices it is also valuable for techno functional roles solution experts pre sales

professionals and anyone else seeking practical knowledge of cloud native microservices table of contents 1 cloud native microservices 2 modern application design principles

3 microservice adoption framework 4 design patterns for microservices 5 cloud powered microservices 6 monolith to microservices case study 7 inter service communication 8

event driven data management 9 the serverless approach 10 cloud microservices security by design 11 cloud migration strategy

Kubernetes Security and Observability 2021-10-26

securing observing and troubleshooting containerized workloads on kubernetes can be daunting it requires a range of considerations from infrastructure choices and cluster

configuration to deployment controls and runtime and network security with this practical book you ll learn how to adopt a holistic security and observability strategy for

building and securing cloud native applications running on kubernetes whether you re already working on cloud native applications or are in the process of migrating to its
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architecture this guide introduces key security and observability concepts and best practices to help you unleash the power of cloud native applications authors brendan

creane and amit gupta from tigera take you through the full breadth of new cloud native approaches for establishing security and observability for applications running on

kubernetes learn why you need a security and observability strategy for cloud native applications and determine your scope of coverage understand key concepts behind the

book s security and observability approach explore the technology choices available to support this strategy discover how to share security responsibilities across multiple

teams or roles learn how to architect kubernetes security and observability for multicloud and hybrid environments

Production Kubernetes 2021-03-16

kubernetes has become the dominant container orchestrator but many organizations that have recently adopted this system are still struggling to run actual production

workloads in this practical book four software engineers from vmware bring their shared experiences running kubernetes in production and provide insight on key challenges

and best practices the brilliance of kubernetes is how configurable and extensible the system is from pluggable runtimes to storage integrations for platform engineers

software developers infosec network engineers storage engineers and others this book examines how the path to success with kubernetes involves a variety of technology

pattern and abstraction considerations with this book you will understand what the path to production looks like when using kubernetes examine where gaps exist in your

current kubernetes strategy learn kubernetes s essential building blocks and their trade offs understand what s involved in making kubernetes a viable location for applications

learn better ways to navigate the cloud native landscape

Mastering Service Mesh 2020-03-30

understand how to use service mesh architecture to efficiently manage and safeguard microservices based applications with the help of examples key featuresmanage your

cloud native applications easily using service mesh architecturelearn about istio linkerd and consul the three primary open source service mesh providersexplore tips

techniques and best practices for building secure high performance microservicesbook description although microservices based applications support devops and continuous

delivery they can also add to the complexity of testing and observability the implementation of a service mesh architecture however allows you to secure manage and scale

your microservices more efficiently with the help of practical examples this book demonstrates how to install configure and deploy an efficient service mesh for microservices

in a kubernetes environment you ll get started with a hands on introduction to the concepts of cloud native application management and service mesh architecture before

learning how to build your own kubernetes environment while exploring later chapters you ll get to grips with the three major service mesh providers istio linkerd and consul

you ll be able to identify their specific functionalities from traffic management security and certificate authority through to sidecar injections and observability by the end of this

book you will have developed the skills you need to effectively manage modern microservices based applications what you will learncompare the functionalities of istio linkerd

and consulbecome well versed with service mesh control and data plane conceptsunderstand service mesh architecture with the help of hands on exampleswork through
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hands on exercises in traffic management security policy and observabilityset up secure communication for microservices using a service meshexplore service mesh features

such as traffic management service discovery and resiliencywho this book is for this book is for solution architects and network administrators as well as devops and site

reliability engineers who are new to the cloud native framework you will also find this book useful if you re looking to build a career in devops particularly in operations

working knowledge of kubernetes and building microservices that are cloud native is necessary to get the most out of this book

Linkerd: Up and Running 2024-04-11

with the massive adoption of microservices operators and developers face far more complexity in their applications today service meshes can help you manage this problem

by providing a unified control plane to secure manage and monitor your entire network this practical guide shows you how the linkerd service mesh enables cloud native

developers including platform and site reliability engineers to solve the thorny issue of running distributed applications in kubernetes jason morgan and flynn draw on their

years of experience at buoyant the creators of linkerd to demonstrate how this service mesh can help ensure that your applications are secure observable and reliable you ll

understand why linkerd the original service mesh can still claim the lowest time to value of any mesh option available today learn how linkerd works and which tasks it can

help you accomplish install and configure linkerd in an imperative and declarative manner secure interservice traffic and set up secure multicluster links launch a zero trust

authorization strategy in kubernetes clusters organize services in linkerd to override error codes set custom retries and create timeouts use linkerd to manage progressive

delivery and pair this service mesh with the ingress of your choice

Practical Site Reliability Engineering 2018-11-30

create deploy and manage applications at scale using sre principles key featuresbuild and run highly available scalable and secure softwareexplore abstract sre in a simplified

and streamlined wayenhance the reliability of cloud environments through sre enhancementsbook description site reliability engineering sre is being touted as the most

competent paradigm in establishing and ensuring next generation high quality software solutions this book starts by introducing you to the sre paradigm and covers the need

for highly reliable it platforms and infrastructures as you make your way through the next set of chapters you will learn to develop microservices using spring boot and make

use of restful frameworks you will also learn about github for deployment containerization and docker containers practical site reliability engineering teaches you to set up and

sustain containerized cloud environments and also covers architectural and design patterns and reliability implementation techniques such as reactive programming and

languages such as ballerina and rust in the concluding chapters you will get well versed with service mesh solutions such as istio and linkerd and understand service

resilience test practices api gateways and edge fog computing by the end of this book you will have gained experience on working with sre concepts and be able to deliver

highly reliable apps and services what you will learnunderstand how to achieve your sre goalsgrasp docker enabled containerization conceptsleverage enterprise devops

capabilities and microservices architecture msa get to grips with the service mesh concept and frameworks such as istio and linkerddiscover best practices for performance
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and resiliencyfollow software reliability prediction approaches and enable patternsunderstand kubernetes for container and cloud orchestrationexplore the end to end software

engineering process for the containerized worldwho this book is for practical site reliability engineering helps software developers it professionals devops engineers

performance specialists and system engineers understand how the emerging domain of sre comes handy in automating and accelerating the process of designing developing

debugging and deploying highly reliable applications and services

Designing and Building Solid Microservice Ecosystems 2023-05-12

it s not new to us that microservices are changing the way we conceive digital transformation as organizations embrace digital transformation every day more and more

companies are betting on microservice adoption and there is a strong reason for this business needs to evolve and change at a fast pace in order to adapt itself to satisfy a

demanding 2 0 digital customer s experience in terms of overall service quality ensuring that such a change occurs seamlessly and progressively is one of the goals for

microservices and designing and building a solid microservice architecture is the way to guarantee that this happens from inception by observing principles best practices

design patterns and reference models this book provides a comprehensive walkthrough across the different concepts frameworks methodologies and architecture building

blocks that make up a microservice ecosystem and constitute a reference architecture from which you can get to multiple sub architectures and implementations being an

architect you ll learn how to better design microservice led and event centric architectures in the right way from the early beginning by showcasing learned lessons best

practices do s and don ts if you are starting your architecture career it s the right place to get introduced to concepts and methodologies that you will then grow over time as

you acquire more experience if you are a developer but willing to jump into the exciting architecture world this can also be good reading however be warned that some basic

architectural understandings and concepts need to be first incorporated before walking through the advanced concepts presented throughout this book this book requires you

to have some minimal background around docker and microservices to better understand the more advanced concepts that are being explained

Designing Deep Learning Systems 2023-07-18

design systems optimized for deep learning models written for software engineers this book teaches you how to implement a maintainable platform for developing deep

learning models designing deep learning systems is a practical guide for software engineers and data scientists who are designing and building platforms for deep learning it s

full of hands on examples that will help you transfer your software development skills to implementing deep learning platforms in designing deep learning systems you ll learn

how to build automated and scalable services for core tasks like dataset management model training serving and hyperparameter tuning this book is the perfect way to step

into an exciting and lucrative career as a deep learning engineer purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications
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Learning EBPF 2023-03-07

what is ebpf with this revolutionary technology you can write custom code that dynamically changes the way the kernel behaves it s an extraordinary platform for building a

whole new generation of security observability and networking tools this practical book is ideal for developers system administrators operators and students who are curious

about ebpf and want to know how it works author liz rice chief open source officer with cloud native networking and security specialists isovalent also provides a foundation

for those who want to explore writing ebpf programs themselves with this book you will learn why ebpf has become so important in the past couple of years write basic ebpf

code and manipulate ebpf programs and attach them to events explore how ebpf components interact with linux to dynamically change the operating system s behavior learn

how tools based on ebpf can instrument applications without changes to the apps or their configuration discover how this technology enables new tools for observability

security and networking

Istio in Action 2022-05-03

solve difficult service to service communication challenges around security observability routing and resilience with an istio based service mesh istio allows you to define these

traffic policies as configuration and enforce them consistently without needing any service code changes in istio in action you will learn why and when to use a service mesh

envoy s role in istio s service mesh allowing north south traffic into a mesh fine grained traffic routing make your services robust to network failures gain observability over

your system with telemetry golden signals how istio makes your services secure by default integrate cloud native applications with legacy workloads such as in vms reduce

the operational complexity of your microservices with an istio powered service mesh istio in action shows you how to implement this powerful new architecture and move your

application networking concerns to a dedicated infrastructure layer non functional concerns stay separate from your application so your code is easier to understand maintain

and adapt regardless of programming language in this practical guide you ll go hands on with the full featured istio service mesh to manage microservices communication

helpful diagrams example configuration and examples make it easy to understand how to control routing secure container applications and monitor network traffic foreword by

eric brewer about the technology offload complex microservice communication layer challenges to istio the industry standard istio service mesh radically simplifies security

routing observability and other service to service communication challenges with istio you use a straightforward declarative configuration style to establish application level

network policies by separating communication from business logic your services are easier to write maintain and modify about the book istio in action teaches you how to

implement an istio based service mesh that can handle complex routing scenarios traffic encryption authorization and other common network related tasks you ll start by

defining a basic service mesh and exploring the data plane with istio s service proxy envoy then you ll dive into core topics like traffic routing and visualization and service to

service authentication as you expand your service mesh to workloads on multiple clusters and legacy vms what s inside comprehensive coverage of istio resources practical

examples to showcase service mesh capabilities implementation of multi cluster service meshes how to extend istio with webassembly traffic routing and observability vm
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integration into the mesh about the reader for developers architects and operations engineers about the author christian posta is a well known architect speaker and

contributor rinor maloku is an engineer at solo io working on application networking solutions toc part 1 understanding istio 1 introducing the istio service mesh 2 first steps

with istio 3 istio s data plane the envoy proxy part 2 securing observing and controlling your service s network traffic 4 istio gateways getting traffic into a cluster 5 traffic

control fine grained traffic routing 6 resilience solving application networking challenges 7 observability understanding the behavior of your services 8 observability visualizing

network behavior with grafana jaeger and kiali 9 securing microservice communication part 3 istio day 2 operations 10 troubleshooting the data plane 11 performance tuning

the control plane part 4 istio in your organization 12 scaling istio in your organization 13 incorporating virtual machine workloads into the mesh 14 extending istio on the

request path

Sustainable Development and Innovations in Marine Technologies 2022-09-13

sustainable development and innovations in marine technologies includes the papers presented at the 19th international congress of the international association of the

mediterranean imam 2022 istanbul turkey 26 29 september 2022 one of the major conferences in maritime industry the congress has a history of more than forty years since

the first congress was held in istanbul in 1978 imam 2022 is the fourth congress hosted by istanbul in its history the imam congresses concentrate their activities in the

thematic areas of ship building and repair maritime transportation and logistics hydrodynamics marine structures machinery and control design and materials marine

environment safety of marine systems decarbonisation and digitalization off shore and coastal development noise and vibration defense and security off shore renewable

energy sustainable development and innovations in marine technologies is essential reading for academics engineers and all professionals involved in sustainable and

innovative marine technologies

Mastering Python Network Automation 2023-03-20

numerous sample programs examples demonstrating the application of python tools to streamline network automation with mastering python network automation you can

streamline container orchestration configuration management and resilient networking with python and its libraries allowing you to emerge as a skilled network engineer or a

strong devops professional from the ground up this guide walks readers through setting up a network automation lab using the ns3 network simulator and python

programming this includes the installation of ns3 as well as python libraries like nornir paramiko netmiko and pyez as well as the configuration of ports hosts and servers this

book will teach you the skills to become a proficient automation developer who can test and fix any bugs in automation scripts this book examines the emergence of the

service mesh as a solution to the problems associated with service to service communication over time this book walks you through automating various container related

tasks in python and its libraries including container orchestration service discovery load balancing container storage management container performance monitoring and rolling

updates calico and istio are two well known service mesh tools and you ll find out how to set them up and configure them to manage traffic routing security and monitoring
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additional topics covered in this book include the automation of network policies the routing of workloads and the collection and tracking of metrics logs and traces you ll also

pick up some tips and tricks for collecting and visualizing istio metrics with the help of tools like grafana key learnings use of istio for cluster traffic management traffic routing

and service mesh implementation utilizing cilium and calico to solve pod networking and automate network policy and workload routing monitoring and managing kubernetes

clusters with etcd and haproxy load balancers and container storage establishing network automation lab with tools like ns3 emulator python virtual environment and vs code

establishing connectivity between hosts port connectivity ssh connectivity python libraries ns3 and network encryption table of content python essentials for networks file

handling and modules in python preparing network automation lab configuring libraries and lab components code test validate network automation automation of configuration

management managing docker and container networks orchestrating container workloads pod networking implementing service mesh audience mastering python network

automation is an essential guide for network engineers devops professionals and developers who want to streamline container orchestration and resilient networking with the

help of terraform calico and istio knowing python and the basics of networking is sufficient to pursue this book

Accelerating Modernization with Agile Integration 2020-07-01

the organization pursuing digital transformation must embrace new ways to use and deploy integration technologies so they can move quickly in a manner appropriate to the

goals of multicloud decentralization and microservices the integration layer must transform to allow organizations to move boldly in building new customer experiences rather

than forcing models for architecture and development that pull away from maximizing the organization s productivity many organizations have started embracing agile

application techniques such as microservice architecture and are now seeing the benefits of that shift this approach complements and accelerates an enterprise s api strategy

businesses should also seek to use this approach to modernize their existing integration and messaging infrastructure to achieve more effective ways to manage and operate

their integration services in their private or public cloud this ibm redbooks publication explores the merits of what we refer to as agile integration a container based

decentralized and microservice aligned approach for integration solutions that meets the demands of agility scalability and resilience required by digital transformation it also

discusses how the ibm cloud pak for integration marks a significant leap forward in integration technology by embracing both a cloud native approach and container

technology to achieve the goals of agile integration the target audiences for this book are cloud integration architects it specialists and application developers

Istio: Up and Running 2019-09-27

you did it you successfully transformed your application into a microservices architecture but now that you re running services across different environments public to public

private to public virtual machine to container your cloud native software is beginning to encounter reliability issues how do you stay on top of this ever increasing complexity

with the istio service mesh you ll be able to manage traffic control access monitor report get telemetry data manage quota trace and more with resilience across your

microservice in this book lee calcote and zack butcher explain why your services need a service mesh and demonstrate step by step how istio fits into the life cycle of a
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distributed application you ll learn about the tools and apis for enabling and managing many of the features found in istio explore the observability challenges istio addresses

use request routing traffic shifting fault injection and other features essential to running a solid service mesh generate and collect telemetry information try different

deployment patterns including a b blue green and canary get examples of how to develop and deploy real world applications with istio support

IBM Cloud Private System Administrator's Guide 2019-06-27

ibm cloud private is an application platform for developing and managing containerized applications across hybrid cloud environments on premises and public clouds it is an

integrated environment for managing containers that includes the container orchestrator kubernetes a private image registry a management console and monitoring

frameworks this ibm redbooks covers tasks performed by ibm cloud private system administrators such as installation for high availability configuration backup and restore

using persistent volumes networking security logging and monitoring istio integration troubleshooting and so on as part of this project we also developed several code

examples and you can download those from the ibm redbooks github location github com ibmredbooks the authors team has many years of experience in implementing ibm

cloud private and other cloud solutions in production environments so throughout this document we took the approach of providing you the recommended practices in those

areas if you are an ibm cloud private system administrator this book is for you if you are developing applications on ibm cloud private you can see the ibm redbooks

publication ibm cloud private application developer s guide sg24 8441

Infrastructure as Code 2020-12-08

six years ago infrastructure as code was a new concept today as even banks and other conservative organizations plan moves to the cloud development teams for

companies worldwide are attempting to build large infrastructure codebases with this practical book kief morris of thoughtworks shows you how to effectively use principles

practices and patterns pioneered by devops teams to manage cloud age infrastructure ideal for system administrators infrastructure engineers software developers team leads

and architects this updated edition demonstrates how you can exploit cloud and automation technology to make changes easily safely quickly and responsibly you ll learn how

to define everything as code and apply software design and engineering practices to build your system from small loosely coupled pieces this book covers foundations use

infrastructure as code to drive continuous change and raise the bar of operational quality using tools and technologies to build cloud based platforms working with

infrastructure stacks learn how to define provision test and continuously deliver changes to infrastructure resources working with servers and other platforms use patterns to

design provisioning and configuration of servers and clusters working with large systems and teams learn workflows governance and architectural patterns to create and

manage infrastructure elements
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WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE TRADER, JULY 2000 2023-03-16

the way developers design build and run software has changed significantly with the evolution of microservices and containers these modern architectures offer new

distributed primitives that require a different set of practices than many developers tech leads and architects are accustomed to with this focused guide bilgin ibryam and

roland huss provide common reusable patterns and principles for designing and implementing cloud native applications on kubernetes each pattern includes a description of

the problem and a kubernetes specific solution all patterns are backed by and demonstrated with concrete code examples this updated edition is ideal for developers and

architects familiar with basic kubernetes concepts who want to learn how to solve common cloud native challenges with proven design patterns you ll explore foundational

patterns covering core principles and practices for building and running container based cloud native applications behavioral patterns that delve into finer grained concepts for

managing various types of container and platform interactions structural patterns for organizing containers within a pod for addressing specific use cases configuration

patterns that provide insight into how application configurations can be handled in kubernetes security patterns for hardening the access to cloud native applications running

on kubernetesadvanced patterns covering more complex topics such as operators and autoscaling

Kubernetes Patterns 2022-07-22

become well versed with all of shardingsphere s features for every data management need with this comprehensive guide put together by shardingsphere s founder and core

contributors key features understand the core concepts and efficiently set up apache shardingsphere enhance existing databases with sharding elastic scaling encryption

governance features and more import and customize the ecosystem s core features for various application scenarios book description apache shardingsphere is a new open

source ecosystem for distributed data infrastructures based on pluggability and cloud native principles that helps enhance your database this book begins with a quick

overview of the main challenges faced by database management systems dbmss in production environments followed by a brief introduction to the software s kernel concept

after that using real world examples of distributed database solutions elastic scaling distsql synthetic monitoring database gateways and sql authority and user authentication

you ll fully understand shardingsphere s architectural components how they re configured and can be plugged into your existing infrastructure and how to manage your data

and applications you ll also explore shardingsphere jdbc and shardingsphere proxy the ecosystem s clients and how they can work either concurrently or independently to

address your needs you ll then learn how to customize the plugin platform to define personalized user strategies and manage multiple configurations seamlessly finally the

book enables you to get up and running with functional and performance tests for all scenarios by the end of this book you ll be able to build and deploy a customized version

of shardingsphere addressing the key pain points encountered in your data management infrastructure what you will learn assemble a custom solution using the software s

pluggable architecture discover how to use database plus features effectively understand the difference between shardingsphere jdbc and shardingsphere proxy get to grips

with shardingsphere s pluggability mechanism explore mainstream test models for databases and distributed databases perform migrations from an on premise database to a
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cloud based database reconfigure your data infrastructure and eliminate switching costs who this book is for this book is for database administrators working with distributed

database solutions who are looking to explore the capabilities of apache shardingsphere dbas looking for more capable flexible and cost effective alternatives to the solutions

they re currently utilizing will also find this book helpful to get started with this book a basic understanding of or even an interest in databases relational databases sql

languages cloud computing and data management in general is needed

A Definitive Guide to Apache ShardingSphere 2019-10-19

this book analyzes the legal issues connected with the provision of uber related services it primarily focuses on the various contractual and non contractual relationships that

occur during the use of uber applications especially with reference to uber headquarters uber app uber branch offices advertisements uber partner drivers employees or self

employed uber application registered users uber transportation service users contracting passenger and third party uber transportation service users additional passenger it

also provides a comparison of standard transportation services and contracts of carriage irrespective of whether the carrier in question is a common carrier contractual carrier

actual carrier or an intermediary service provider furthermore the book presents the relevant case law especially with regard to uber as a taxi service uber as a share riding

service uber as a rent a car with driver service uber as an employer and uber as a key organizer of transportation service in croatia belgium germany italy the netherlands

united kingdom united states hungary argentina and france lastly it explores the different legislative approaches to resolving various issues related to the appearance of uber

and similar companies the laissez faire model status quo model legal adjustment model and the new legislative paradigm model

Uber—Brave New Service or Unfair Competition 2013-02-12

in this second part of his fifth volume on harley davidsons motorcycles donny petersen who studied privately with harley davidson engineers shares practical knowledge and

streetwise tips on the shovelhead motorcycle donny presents what harley davidson has to say through the myriad of service bulletins back in the day in everyday language he

also uses his extensive practical experience to constructively critique the official line offers additional hard earned information and then shares what he does to his own bikes

he provides solutions to fix the shovelheads teething problems harleys responses to ongoing problematic aspects of vibration as well as the aftermarkets cures tips on

working with the shovelheads carburetors and five ignitions starter and charging systems electrical switches circuit breakers and relays and best practices for lubrication as

well as the progression of front forks and shocks brakes wheels and tires written in straightforward language this guide offers step by step instructions to help all levels of

enthusiasts from novices to expert mechanics in his usual forthright manner donny makes technical issues understandable interspersing explanations with entertaining stories

about the lifestyle that comes with being a harley rider
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Donny’S Unauthorized Technical Guide to Harley-Davidson, 1936 to Present 2008-01-01

after phenomenology and feminism the concept of care is taken forward to conceive innovation as an interactive process requiring diversity and collectivity a fresh look at

innovation is grounded in the long standing experience of the roskilde group and it takes the readers into an intriguing voyage in practical creativity silvia gherardi dipartimento

di sociologia e ricerca sociale italy it is not an easy task to be innovative in the large and increasing field of innovation studies we should therefore thank and welcome the

roskilde school for achieving such a difficult task this book provides a new and promising vision of innovation which is metaphorically called innovation with care this new

theory draws upon a sociological perspective in order to open up the black box of the organization it brings interacting people and social process to the forefront of innovation

phenomena innovation and the creative process explores innovation with care illustrating that it is possible to integrate in the innovation theory a wide range of specialized

and non specialized actors activities and forms of business and social innovations following the schumpeterian tradition it provides a more comprehensive notion of innovation

and enlarges the scope of innovation theory this book represents a fruitful approach to innovation which academics private and public practitioners should consider with much

care faïz gallouj university of lille france this book explores new frameworks and methods of understanding and analysing innovation these are set against a backdrop of

innovation with care which is seen as a phenomenon that takes place among many actors with different perspectives ideas and cultures that must be carefully woven together

in order to achieve the benefits of innovation the new perspectives presented by the contributors will be important in encouraging successful innovation across sectors

organizations and people they examine how people and organizations deal with the tensions and paradoxes in the innovative process between creativity and innovation

variation and selection and sense and strategy making the book also includes a sociological approach to innovation as a complement to economic perspectives in order to

better understand how people can benefit from innovation in a number of interesting private and public cases to benefit from innovation it concludes people depend less on

formal roles and formal organization than on a caring approach that enables them to deal with and interpret evolutions across people organizations and sectors this highly

original innovative book will provide fascinating reading for a diverse audience including academics researchers policymakers and managers with an interest in innovation

organization studies institutional theory and more generally business and management

Innovation and the Creative Process 2019-05-15

this book provides a comprehensive review of cloud philosophy design principals development trends as well as practical patterns to guide readers to understand design and

implement successful cloud based solutions this book provides both hows and whys it peers behind the buzz words such as machine learning containers and blockchains to

help readers understand how to put those technologies into practical use this unique book covers a broad spectrum of technologies of cloud computing
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Zen of Cloud 2018-09-25

artificial intelligence for autonomous networks introduces the autonomous network by juxtaposing two unique technologies and communities networking and ai the book

reviews the technologies behind ai and software defined network network function virtualization highlighting the exciting opportunities to integrate those two worlds outlining

the new frontiers for autonomous networks this book highlights their impact and benefits to consumers and enterprise customers it also explores the potential of the

autonomous network for transforming network operation cyber security enterprise services 5g and iot infrastructure monitoring and traffic optimization and finally customer

experience and care with contributions from leading experts this book will provide an invaluable resource for network engineers software engineers artificial intelligence and

machine learning researchers

Artificial Intelligence for Autonomous Networks 2011-05-08

contains full color photographs and descriptions of approximately one hundred harley davidson motorcycles produced since 1903

WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE TRADER, MAY 2001 2022-06

with the advent of microservices kubernetes public cloud and hybrid computing site reliability and devops engineers are facing more complexity than ever before service mesh

is an exciting new technology that promises to help tackle this complexity a service mesh provides you with a unified control plane to manage application networking across

these distinct platforms with this definitive guide you ll learn how to automate networking for simple and secure application delivery with consul author luke kysow consul

engineer at hashicorp demonstrates how this service mesh solution provides a software driven approach to security observability reliability and traffic management once you

learn how to deploy consul on multiple platforms you ll be able to take control of application traffic prevent outages view metrics integrate with legacy systems and more dive

into the characteristics of service meshes zero trust networking and traffic shaping patterns deploy consul on kubernetes and virtual machines learn how to secure monitor

and manage your application traffic with consul use this guide to deploy and operate applications as a platform operator devops engineer or developer

The Harley-Davidson Motor Co. Archive Collection 2020-08-24

get the authoritative guide to dapr the distributed application runtime that works with new and existing programming languages alike written by the model s creators this

introduction shows you how dapr not only unifies stateless stateful and actor programming models but also runs everywhere in the cloud or on the edge authors haishi bai

and yaron schneider both with microsoft s azure cto team explain that with dapr you don t need to include any sdks or libraries in your user code instead you automatically
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get flexible binding state management the actor pattern pub sub reliable messaging and many more features this book shows developers architects cios students and

computing enthusiasts how to get started with dapr learn the new programming model for cloud native applications write high performance distributed applications without

drilling into technical details use dapr with any language or framework to write microservices easily learn how dapr provides consistency and portability through open apis and

extensible community driven components explore how dapr handles state resource bindings and pub sub messaging to enable resilient event driven architectures that scale

integrate cloud applications with various saas offerings such as machine learning

Consul: Up and Running 2022-11-22

この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません ハーレーダビッドソン2017年モ

デルは17年ぶりの新型エンジン ミルウォーキーエイトが大きな話題ですね サイドバルブからナックルヘッド パンヘッド ショベルヘッド エボリューション ツインカムと 歴代のハーレーはどのように発展し新型エンジンへと

つながっているのか ハーレーのそれぞれのモデルはどんな発達をして現代のモデルになったのか 今回はそんなヒストリーにも注目して最新のハーレーを紹介します カタログにはない詳細なサイズや装備 ミルウォーキーエイト

のメカニズム 乗りアジまで これからハーレーに乗りたいひとも 最近のハーレーはわからんってひともキャッチアップできる内容です デジタル版は 紙の雑誌とは内容が一部異なり 表紙画像や目次に掲載している記事 画像 広

告 付録が含まれない場合があります また 本誌掲載の情報は 原則として奥付に表記している発行時のものです 出版社名 エイ出版社 で過去に配信された場合がありますので 重複購入にご注意ください

Learning Dapr 2023-05-11

this book constitutes the proceedings of the 20th international conference on service oriented computing icsoc 2022 held in seville spain in november december 2022 the 29

full 15 short and 4 vision papers included in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 221 submissions they were organized in topical sections named service

modeling and mining quality of service microservices service personalization recommendation and crowdsourcing blockchain iot and green computing services for cloud edge

and fog computing artificial intelligence and machine learning for service computing vision papers

ハーレーダビッドソン 2017年モデルのすべて 2009-06-02

data lakes and warehouses have become increasingly fragile costly and difficult to maintain as data gets bigger and moves faster data meshes can help your organization

decentralize data giving ownership back to the engineers who produced it this book provides a concise yet comprehensive overview of data mesh patterns for streaming and

real time data services authors hubert dulay and stephen mooney examine the vast differences between streaming and batch data meshes data engineers architects data

product owners and those in devops and mlops roles will learn steps for implementing a streaming data mesh from defining a data domain to building a good data product

through the course of the book you ll create a complete self service data platform and devise a data governance system that enables your mesh to work seamlessly with this
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book you will design a streaming data mesh using kafka learn how to identify a domain build your first data product using self service tools apply data governance to the data

products you create learn the differences between synchronous and asynchronous data services implement self services that support decentralized data

Service-Oriented Computing 2020-06-24

in the tradition of mary roach s bestselling stiff and jessica mitford s classic exposé the american way of death comes this meticulously researched refreshingly irreverent and

lavishly illustrated look at death from acclaimed author harold schechter with his trademark fearlessness and bracing sense of humor schechter digs deep into a wealth of

sources to unearth a treasure trove of surprising facts amusing anecdotes practical information and timeless wisdom about that undiscovered country to which we will all one

day travel topics include death anxiety is your fear of death normal or off the scale you can t take it with you or can you wacky wills and bizarre bequests the hospice

experience going out in comfort and style deathbed and funeral etiquette how to help the dying and mourn the dead with dignity death on demand why the right to die

movement may be the next big thing good bye everybody famous last words the embalmer s art all dressed up and nowhere to go behind the scenes at your local funeral

home alternative burial choices from coral reefs to outer space from the cold hard facts of death to lessons in the art of dying well from what happens in the body s last living

moments to what transpires in the ground or in the furnace from near death experiences to speculation on the afterlife the whole death catalog leaves no gravestone unturned

Streaming Data Mesh 2021-11-19

this open access book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 18th international conference on string processing and information retrieval icost 2020 held in hammamet

tunisia in june 2020 the 17 full papers and 23 short papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 49 submissions they cover topics such as iot

and ai solutions for e health biomedical and health informatics behavior and activity monitoring behavior and activity monitoring and wellbeing technology this conference was

held virtually due to the covid 19 pandemic

The Whole Death Catalog

a complete reference for designing and building scalable microservices platforms with nats messaging technology for inter service communication with security and

observability key featuresunderstand the use of a messaging backbone for inter service communication in microservices architecturedesign and build a real world

microservices platform with nats as the messaging backbone using the go programming languageexplore security observability and best practices for building a microservices

platform with natsbook description building a scalable microservices platform that caters to business demands is critical to the success of that platform in a microservices

architecture inter service communication becomes a bottleneck when the platform scales this book provides a reference architecture along with a practical example of how to
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implement it for building microservices based platforms with nats as the messaging backbone for inter service communication in designing microservices platforms with nats

you ll learn how to build a scalable and manageable microservices platform with nats the book starts by introducing concepts relating to microservices architecture inter

service communication messaging backbones and the basics of nats messaging you ll be introduced to a reference architecture that uses these concepts to build a scalable

microservices platform and guided through its implementation later the book touches on important aspects of platform securing and monitoring with the help of the reference

implementation finally the book concludes with a chapter on best practices to follow when integrating with existing platforms and the future direction of microservices

architecture and nats messaging as a whole by the end of this microservices book you ll have developed the skills to design and implement microservices platforms with nats

what you will learnunderstand the concepts of microservices architectureget to grips with nats messaging technologyhandle transactions and message delivery guarantees

with microservicesimplement a reference architecture for microservices using natsdiscover how to improve the platform s security and observabilityexplore how a nats

microservices platform integrates with an enterprise ecosystemwho this book is for this book is for enterprise software architects and developers who want to gain hands on

microservices experience for designing implementing and managing complex distributed systems with microservices architecture concepts intermediate level experience in any

programming language and software architecture is required to make the most of this book

WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE TRADER, AUGUST 2001

The Impact of Digital Technologies on Public Health in Developed and Developing Countries

WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE TRADER, JUNE 2001

Designing Microservices Platforms with NATS
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